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ABSTRACT : The ultimate goal of any seismic programme is to provide an accurate image of the subsurface that will enable a
reliable geological interpretation. The time imaging algorithms result in events being spatially mispositioned and the results have

the obvious drawback being represented by a two way travel time. The depth migrations not only provide an image in depth, but
also avoid  many assumptions and simplifications that causes mispositioning of events in the time domain. The reflections are
positioned correctly and provide precise subsurface images with minute structural discontinuities, i.e. imaging of faults. The depth
imaging techniques such as Pre stack depth migration is very much dependent on the interval velocity, which requires more
accuracy in velocity model building. Traditional methods that use seismic processing velocities are limited by many assumptions
inherent in Dix’s formula. Techniques based on model ray tracing, such as coherency inversion, stacking velocity inversion

techniques, allow more precise estimates of interval velocity to produce superior velocity models for depth conversion or
PreSDM. The scope of present work is to discuss methodology adopted for building a velocity model through 3D-coherency
inversion technique, map migration and subsequent PreSDM of a 3D land prospect followed by the discussion of the results
obtained.

INTRODUCTION

The area under study (Fig. 1) is the oil & gas field
consisting of multiple reservoir sands and remains the thrust
area for exploration. 3D seismic data was acquired with the
objective to delineate the vertico-lateral extensions of Eocene
pay sands and to locate isolated pools within the pay. Time
domain imaging has brought out several locations in this field
with lots of dry wells in the area. Therefore a need was felt to
understand the sand geometry and depositional environment
more precisely to bring out a meaningful geological model for
further hydrocarbon exploration in the area. Hence a depth
domain solution comes into picture to have a better imaging
of subsurface, faults and of course the information of proper
depths at pays.

It is basically the inadequacies in the step of
converting an interpretation from time to depth domain that
are commonly the cause of poor predictions. Conventional
methods, that use RMS velocities as input, are limited by
many assumptions inherent in Dix’s formula caused by complex
ray paths. There are many approaches to improve our
predictions in the depth domain by simply improving our depth
models using model-based ray tracing techniques and
subsequent depth imaging. For accurate estimation of interval
velocity, travel time is calculated by cmp ray tracing through
an interval velocity depth model and these modeled travel

times are compared with the time actually recorded by cmp
gathers. Coherency inversion and stacking velocity inversion
techniques are such processes that differ in type of input data

Figure 1: Index map of the area.
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used. Stacking velocity inversion correlates the modeled ray
path with a hyperbolic travel time curve implied by the stacking
velocity whereas coherency inversion uses actual cmp gathers
in time to correlate with the modeled travel time curves. In the
present study, the 3D coherency inversion technique was
used to derive the interval velocity model for 3D PreSDM.
Interpretation on 12 boundaries were considered on a time
migrated data alongwith the data of more than 40 wells to
calibrate the depth maps at certain boundaries.

 METHODOLOGY

Data Conditioning

For any pre stack migration process, the cmp gathers
are required to be conditioned such that these cmp gathers
are free from any random and coherent noise as well as spikes
and high amplitude bursts. For that, utmost care has to be
taken for input gathers before estimation of interval velocity,
to have the better coherency in the velocity semblance for
coherency inversion process.

Depth interval velocity model building

As discussed, Dix’s method offers convenient way
to convert the dip corrected RMS velocities to interval
velocities for plane parallel layers. However, the straight ray
approximation inherent in the RMS velocity and the hyperbolic
assumption of travel times severely limit the use of Dix’s
formula to strata with dips less than 10 deg. This is valid only
in the areas with no structural dip, no lateral or vertical velocity
variation and gathers having very restricted offsets. In real
situations, events suffer severe ray bending due to variation
in layer velocities, resulting from complex geological surfaces.
Strong vertical velocity variations within horizontal strata too
yield significant ray bending and time migration may not deliver
proper results. In such cases, the time migration causes wrong
identification of contributing energy, wrong positioning of
summed energy and inadequate focusing which can cause
havoc in interpretation results.  Fig. 2 describes the limitations
of this approach.

 A point diffractor, beneath a dipping layer, yields
the travel time surface. Time migration accumulates energies
along the diffraction surface and places the summed energy
at the apex of the diffracted surface, a point in the up-dip away
from the actual point. On the other hand, depth migration,
accurately accumulates the energies along anhyperbolic
surface as defined by the ray tracing using the interval

velocities, and positions the summed energy at the proper
location. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to estimate
interval velocity model in depth, which governs the ray tracing
and ray bending.

Coherency Inversion

This approach essentially involves pre stack cmp
gathers and unmigrated time model as the guided data. The
advantage of this method over Dix’s method is that it uses ray
traced modeled travel time curves to compare with actual travel
times recorded from cmp gathers. The variation in velocity
(lateral or vertical), refraction according to the Snell’s law and
structural dip within the model are all accounted for by ray

Figure 2: Limitations using Dix’s approach
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tracing and the solutions, therefore, no longer are limited by
the hyperbolic moveout assumption of the Dix’s equation.

 It is basically a layer stripping approach and
therefore requires an interval velocity and depth model for all
layers above the interval under investigation. Starting with
the shallowest layer, for a range of trial interval velocities, the
T

0
 from the time model is locally converted to depth using

normal incidence ray migration. Travel times are computed
through normal incidence ray tracing for the depth model for
a range of offsets. The computed travel times are
superimposed on the cmp gather and the semblance is
estimated. The principle of coherency inversion is illustrated
at Fig. 3.

The procedure is repeated for a range of velocities
with predefined increment. The trial velocity, yielding peak
coherency, is identified as the interval velocity of the cmp
under analysis. Such analysis for several cmp gathers along
the current layer yields interval velocity profile.  The peak
semblance value represents the velocity that successfully
flattens the cmp gathers implying that the model honors the
velocities along the actual ray path through the earth. At a
cmp, the moveout corrected gathers are displayed along with
the velocity histogram for understanding (Fig. 4).

A full 3D coherency inversion requires analysis to
be extended to several azimuths available in the cmp’s along
several inlines at regular interval. A typical semblance is
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displayed created for the different horizons to be used to pick
the interval velocity at Fig. 5. The time model of the active
layer is then converted to depth through normal incidence ray

Figure 3: Principle of Coherency inversion technique.

Figure 4: QC for estimation of interval velocity.

Figure 5: Typical interval velocity semblance of different layers.
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migration using map migration, which is discussed separately
below. The process is repeated for the subsequent layers.
The complete flow of processes involved in model building
using coherency inversion is illustrated at Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Flowchart for interval velocity model building using
coherency inversion & map migration.

Map Migration

3D Map migration is 3D equivalent of ray migration.
It is the transformation of time and time migrated maps to
depth, which is based on the ray tracing. For a given accurate
time structure map and an accurate layered interval velocity
model, map migration transforms maps from time to depth
while correcting the spatial error caused by ray path bending
and velocity variations within and between layers using
normal incidence ray migration. Fig. 7 shows the output map
resulted from map migration.

Pre stack Depth Migration

Interval velocity volume with the help of above
interval velocity maps is generated and prestack depth
migration using Kirchoff’s algorithm is carried out with the
above depth interval velocity model and time gathers as input.
Here the QC is required whether our depth migrated gathers
are flat or not after PreSDM (Fig. 8). The output depth gathers
were stacked separately after proper mute.

DISCUSSION

As evident from Fig-8, the depth migrated crp gathers
are reasonably flat for all offsets, therefore, no refinement in
interval velocity model was attempted. Comparison of time
migrated section with scaled to time migrated from depth after
PreSDM shows the appreciable improvement in subsurface
image (Fig. 9). Instantaneous phase attributes of post stack
time migrated and scaled to time migrated data show the precise
geometry of sands and its boundaries thru PreSDM output
(Fig. 10).

Figure7: Depth map from map migration for a typical layer.
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Figure 8: Typical depth gathers showing flatness at all offsets along with depth section and depth interval velocity.

Figure 9: Comparison of scaled to time migrated from depth and post stack time migration. Improvement is evident in subsurface
imaging thru PreSDM
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It is generally assumed that PreSDM outputs will
perfectly match with the well data. But this is not true. This is
because of the fact that the velocity model used for PreSDM
was designed to give the best seismic image quality as in the
case of stacking velocity in time and RMS velocity in time
migrated domain. Seismic velocities typically measure the
horizontal component whereas velocities from well measure
the vertical component of velocity field. In case of vertical
and horizontal velocity variations along the seismic ray path,
the two velocities will not be coincident at well point and will
not match with seismic event.

It is usually corrected using scaling method. The
depth migrated volume is scaled back to time domain using
the PreSDM interval velocity depth model and the interval
velocities are calibrated at well points and the scaled time
domain volume is then scaled back (no migration at this stage)
to depth domain using new velocity volume. In the present
case too, the seismic reflectors corresponding to a well marker
in depth were tied with the help of scaling process.

CONCLUSION

! From the present study, it is obvious that Prestack depth
migration is a better tool for improved image of sand
bodies, minor faults in fields beset with number of dry
wells.

! For building a depth interval velocity model, the ray
tracing techniques instead of usual conventional Dix’s
approach should invariably be used.

! The misconception that the PreSDM results will match
with well markers can be corrected with the scaling
techniques on PreSDM data sets.

! The present work will definitely be helpful in delineation
of vertico-lateral extension of multi reservoir sands within
Eocene pays.
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Figure10: Instantaneous phase attribute of scaled to time migrated from depth and post stack time migration.


